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Y11 English Language
Language Paper 2 has 2 non- fiction sources and is 1hr 45 minutes long.
Spend the first 10 minutes reading and re-reading the sources. Make sure you understand them.
Section A: Reading

Section B: Writing

Question

Skill

AO

Marks

Suggested
timing

1

Identify

1: Identify
explicit/implicit
information &
select evidence

4

5
minutes

Choose four statements which are true
Lines to find the information will be given to you (I.E.
lines 1-5). Double check the wording. Ensure to shade
the boxes, not tick/cross.

2

Summary

1. Select and
synthesise
evidence from
different texts

8

8
minutes

Write a summary of the differences between Source
A and B You must use both Source A and B.
Find approx. 3 differences. Have 3 small quotes with
clear differences. Write 4 small paragraphs inferring
how they are different. Use quotes from both sources
in each paragraph. Do not use language devices.

2. Explain how
writers use
language. Use
terminology

12

3

4

Language

Comparison

3. Compare
ideas and
perspectives
over two texts.

16

12
minutes

20
minutes

How to approach

You now need to refer only to Source B. How does
the writer use language to…
Look at the focus of the question and reread the
source. Find 4 quotes that show what the writer is
trying to do. Find 4 language devices within those
quotes. Write 4 small paragraphs analysing the effect of
the language device, referring back to the question. Use
quotes in each paragraph. Use correct subject
terminology in each paragraph.
You need to refer to the whole of source A,
together with the whole of Source B. Compare how
the two writers convey their different attitudes to..
In your answer, you could: • compare their different
attitudes • compare the methods they use to convey
their attitudes • support your ideas with references to
both texts
Find 4-5 differences for the question focus. Find a quote
from each source for each of the differences. Find
language or structure devices in those quotes. Use
connectives to link paragraphs and connect ideas.
Write 4-5 paragraphs, using subject terminology and
focusing on the question.

You will be given a statement relevant to the paper topic.
It will ask you to write a particular form of writing to do
something (I.E. a letter to persuade, a newspaper article to explain
etc)
Take 5 minutes to plan your ideas. Use language and structural
devices.
Remember this is a nonfiction piece of writing and should include
facts, opinions, statistics, quotes etc. Make these up as you need to.
Match your page layout to the form (I.E address and date for a
letter, headline for a newspaper).
Remember to use paragraphs and different types of sentences.
Use as many kinds of punctuation as possible.
Attempt to keep your reasoning believable – you can take ideas
from Source A and B.
Keep your piece relevant and focused throughout.
Last 5 minutes: Reread your paper.

Vocabulary

Language Structure
Summarise
Compare
Explain Analyse Persuade
Terminology
Tone
Style Register
Form
Purpose
Audience Inference
Implicit
Explicit
Craft
Perceptive
Judicious

Y11 English Literature
Unit: Poetry: Power and Conflict
Key Quotes and Writer’s Craft
CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE
“Into the valley of death”
“Into the jaws of death”

Checking Out Me History
“I carving out me identify”
“Bandage up me eye with me own history”

EXPOSURE
“Our brains ache”
“The poignant misery of dawn”
“Is it that we are dying?”

The Émigré
“It may be at war, it may be sick with tyrants”
“The white streets of that city”

BAYONET CHARGE
“A yellow hair that rolled like a flame”
“Bullets smacking the belly out of the air”
POPPIES
“Before you left I pinned one onto your lapel
[…] spasms of paper red, disrupting a blockade
of yellow”
“the world overflowing like a treasure chest”
Kamikaze

“Strung out like bunting on a green blue
translucent sea”
Huge flag waved one way then the other in
a figure of eight”

Themes


Memories



Identity



Futility of life



Horror of war



The destructiveness of man



Loss



Nature vs Mankind



Power of nature



Oppression

Tissue
“Paper that lets light shine through”
“Maps too. The sun shines through their
borderlines”
War Photographer
“The only light is red and softly glows”
“A stranger’s features faintly start to twist
before his eyes”
Remains
“I see every round as it rips through his life”
“End of story, except not really”

Connective Phrases
One similarity is…
In the same way...
On the other hand
Contrastingly
Unlike the poem ____________, the
poem ____________ uses…

Bayonet Charge
“Suddenly he awoke and was running”
“Threw up a yellow hare like a flame”
Storm on the island
“Spits like a tame cat turned savage”
“Listen to the thing you fear forgetting that it
pummels your house too”
Exposure
“Our brains ache, in the merciless iced east
winds”
“The poignant misery of dawn begins to grow”
My Last Duchess
“I gave commands and all smiles stopped”
“Notice Neptune though taming a sea horse,
thought a rarity”
The Prelude
“A little boat tied to a willow tree”
“My boat went heaving through the waters like
a swan”
London
“The mind-forged manacles I hear”
“Blasts the new-born infant’s tear”
Ozymandias
“Two vast and trunkless legs of stone”
“Look on my works, ye mighty, and despair!”

Vocabulary
Word
Tone
Stanza
Caesura
Enjambment

Definition
The general sound you get from the
speaker in the poem- is it
aggressive? Soft? Sinister?
The poetic term for a paragraph.
A pause in the middle of a line. This
can take the form of a full stop or
comma.
When a line in poetry runs onto
the next one without a full stop.

Plosives

A consonant that is produced by
stopping the airflow using the lips,
teeth, or palate, followed by a
sudden release of air. E.G: “Blows
full blast

Rhyme

A corresponding sound.

Epistrophe

A device that can be defined as
the repetition of phrases or
words at the ends of the clauses
or sentences.

Y11 Mathematics Foundation

Y11 Mathematics Higher

Y11 Biology

Homeostasis
Hormones
Homeostasis Part 2

Y11 Chemistry

Y11 Physics

Forces

Y11 History
Early Life
● Her mother was Anne Boleyn. Who was
beheaded by her father Henry VIII.
● Elizabeth had two siblings who ruled before
her; Edward VI and Mary I. No one
expected her to rule.
● Elizabeth was well educated and knew from an
early age that court was a dangerous place.
● Elizabeth was 25 when she was crowned
Queen.

Government
● Most of the power was held by a few trusted
individuals in Elizabeth’s court - most of these
were privy councillors. Her government had
a clear structure of advisors and other
powerful figures.
● Patronage was an important way of ensuring
loyalty from courtiers. Elizabeth could award
titles, land and powerful positions in exchange
for obedience and support.
● Parliament had influenced over tax and
passing laws, but its power was limited.
Elizabeth did not have to listen to Parliament.
● She made it clear she was in charge and
arrested MPs who went too far in criticising
her.
● Lord Lieutenants were appointed by the
queen to run a particular area of the country.
● Essex’s rebellion was the final challenge to
Elizabeth’s authority. Essex had been a loyal
subject but when in Ireland Essex had directly
gone against Elizabeth’s wishes. He lost favour
with the Queen. In 1601 Essex marched to
London with 200 supporters. Essex and his
followers were arrested and sentenced to
death.

Marriage – Elizabeth never
married
Arguments for marriage: create an
alliance between countries. Produce an
heir.
Arguments against: loss of authority
for Elizabeth. Her experience of
marriage had been bad. Elizabeth was
able to use the possibility of marriage
when dealing with foreign leaders.

Francis,
Duke of
Anjou
French
King’s
brother.
Catholic.
People
against this
marriage.

Phillip,
King of
Spain
Wealthy and
powerful.
Had been
married to
Elizabeth’s
sister Mary I.
Catholic.

Robert
Dudley,
Earl of
Leicester
Friend of
Elizabeth.
Key figure in
royal court.
Wife had
died – had
he
murdered
her?

Privy councillors

A King/Queen’s private councillors

Patronage

Land, titles or power given to ensure an
individual’s support

Royal Court

The nobles, advisors and others who surrounded
the monarch.

Secretary of
State

The leader of the Privy Council; a very powerful
position.

Justices of the
Peace

Several in every county. Responsible for
maintaining law and order.

Monarch

King or Queen.

Succeed

To take over the throne.

Royal Court

Made up of officials, servants and advisors that
surrounded Elizabeth. Centre of Elizabethan
power.

Problem
Succession

Why was it a concern for Elizabeth?
Last living child of Henry VIII. She did not have an
heir. 1562 she nearly died from smallpox.

Foreign Policy

Catholic countries like Spain and France wanted to
control England.
The country was short of money. Poverty was
widespread.

Taxation
Mary, Queen of
Scots

Elizabeth’s cousin. Catholic. A serious threat to
Elizabeth.

Religion

Mary I had been Catholic, Edward VI protestant so
England was unstable. Elizabeth had to keep
Catholics and Protestants happy.

Elizabeth I: Elizabeth and her Court

Y11 Geography

Y11 French

Make sure you can use these structures independently in your writing and your speaking!

Use a time phrase at the start of
your sentence
Normalement je…. = Normally I
Hier j’ai ….. = Yesterday I…
La semaine prochaine je vais…=
next week
Correct negative structures
Je n’y vais pas. = I don’t go there.
Je ne le fais plus. = I don’t do it
anymore.
Je ne suis jamais paresseux. = I am
never lazy
Je ne joue que au rugby. = I only play
rugby
3 tenses
present, past and future

Present – je fais (I do)

1.
J’ai = I have

.Past

je suis = I am

Je vais = I go

2
– je suis allé (I went)
saw)
J’ai eu = I had
J’ai fait = I did

j’ai vu (I

Future 1

3.
– Je vais écouter (I am going
to listen) je vais être = I am going to be
Je vais aller = I am going to go

For the photo!!
Never try to say “He is playing”
etc…

Il est jouer au foot
Ils sont aller en ville
Just “il joue au foot” etc

Talk about other people, with
correct endings…
nous allons = we go
nous jouons = we play
nous regardons = we watch
ils portent = they wear
ils chantent = they sing
Impressive use of adjectives
(one before one after the noun)
Un bel avenir prometteur
= a beautiful promising
future
Une belle céremonie romantique
= a beautiful romantic
ceremony
Un nouveau sac bleu
= a new blue bag
Un jeune homme furieux
= a furious young man

Never use an infinitive after je…
J’étudier = J’étudie
Je parler = je parle
Je apprendre = j’apprends

Use all PANDA
Je préfère
J’aime….
Je n’aime pas…
Je déteste…
J’adore…

Use all PECPC
Parce que
Étant donné que
Comme
Puisque
car

Elle écouter = elle écoute
Plenty of time phrases, quantifiers
and connectives!
aussi (also), mais (but), donc (therefore)
toujours (always), souvent (often),
quelquefois (sometimes)
assez (quite), vraiment (really),
tellement (really)

An infinitive structure
A simple verb followed by an
infinitive
Je voudrais être = I would like to be
J’aime lire = I like reading
J’adore essayer = I love trying

Avant de + infinitive
Avant d’arriver = before arriving

Comparatives
Plus beau que = more handsome than

Avant de manger = before eating

Moins sain que = not as healthy as
Aussi vieux que = as old as

Après avoir + past participle
Après avoir mangé, je….
= after eating , I…
Après avoir fini la révision, je…
=after revising , I…

Moins jolie que = not as cute as

YOU MUST BOTH KNOW THE MEANINGS AND KNOW HOW TO SPELL THE FOLLOWING WORDS. THERE’S LOTS MORE VOCAB IN YOUR BOOKLET, BUT WITHOUT THIS YOU WILL REALLY STRUGGLE!!

étudier

to study

l’école

school

porter

to wear

gagner

to win / earn

les matières scolaires

school subjects

l’horaire

timetable

commencer

to start

réussir à

to succeed at

les cours

lessons

à l’avenir

in the future

finir

to finish

les examens

exams

l’emploi

job

mon stage d’enterprise

my work experience

lycée

high school

épuisé

exhausted

les règlements

the rules

l’argent

money

travailler

to work

bien payé

well payed

Y11 German
Use a time phrase at the start of
your sentence and Verb 2nd
Oft spiele ich Golf = I often play golf
Gestern bin ich nach Wigan
gefahren = Yesterday I went to Wigan

Make sure you can use these structures independently in your writing and your speaking!
For the photo!!
Never try to say “He is playing”
etc…

Er ist spielen Fussball
Sie sind spielen Basketball
Just “er spielt Fussball” etc

Correct negative structures
Ich habe keine Geschwister.
Ich mag Geschichte nicht.
Er trinkt kein Alkohol.
Wir gehen nie ins Restaurant.

Talk about other people, with
correct endings…
Er spielt… (he…)
Sie geht… (she…)
Wir fahren… (we…)
Sie essen … (They…)

Future / conditional/ modal
structures
Ich werde ins Kino gehen. (I will)
Ich werde nach Spanien fahren
Ich werde am Computer spielen

Past tense
Ich habe Golf gespielt
Ich habe Hausaufgaben gemacht
Ich habe ferngesehen

Es wird fantastisch sein. (it will be)
Ich möchte Florida besuchen.
(would like)
Ich soll mehr Obst essen. (should)

Use adverbial opinions
Ich spiele gern Schlagball.
Ich gehe gern Schwimmen.
Wir fahren sehr gern nach London.
Er spielt lieber Hockey. (He prefers
playing…)
NEVER Ich mag spielen Schlagball!!!!!
Plenty of time phrases, quantifiers
and whack ‘em in words!
auch (also), aber (but), deshalb
(therefore)
immer
(always),
oft,
manchmal
(sometimes)
ganz (quite), wirklich (really),
unglaublich (unbelievably)
um…zu structures
,um Fussball zu spielen = in order to play
football

,um meine Abitur zu machen = to do my ALevels

Ich bin ins Kino gegangen
Ich bin nach Wigan gefarhen
Es war interessant
Es hatte ein schönes Restaurant

Use seit = since/for (Doesn’t use past
tense!!)

Varied Waterfall words
,weil es lustig ist.
, obwohl es teuer ist.
, wenn es sonnig ist.
, wo ich schwimmen gehe.

Comparatives
Deutsch ist besser als Kunst.
Mein Bruder ist grösser als meine
Schwester.
Wigan ist nicht so schön wie Bolton.

Complex opinion starters
Meiner Meinung nach = In my opinion
Laut meinem Vater = According to
my dad
Ich bin der Meinung, dass = I’m of
the opinion that
…gefällt mir = I like / enjoy
Auf der einen/anderen Seite… = On
the one/other hand

Ich spiele seit 5 Jahren Golf = I have
played golf for 5 years

YOU MUST BOTH KNOW THE MEANINGS AND KNOW HOW TO SPELL THE FOLLOWING WORDS. THERE’S LOTS MORE VOCAB IN YOUR BOOKLET, BUT WITHOUT THIS YOU WILL REALLY STRUGGLE!!

lernen / studieren

to study

die Schule

school

tragen

to wear

verdienen

to win / earn

Schulfächer

school subjects

Stundenplan

timetable

Umwelt

environment

Erfolg haben

to succeed at

die Kantine

canteen

in der Zukunft

in the future

recyceln

to recycle

Prüfungen

exams

Beruf

job

Arbeitspraktikum

my work experience

Gymansium

Grammar school

eine Zeitverschwendung

a waste of time

die Regeln

the rules

Geld

money

arbeiten

to work

gut bezahlt

well payed

Y11 Spanish

Make sure you can use these structures independently in your writing and your speaking!

Use a time phrase at the start of
your sentence
En general se me da bien en inglés
= I generally I am good at English

For the photo!!
Use están + verb + ndo

Just “están comiendo” = they are
Ayer estudié las matemáticas y
educación fisica = Yesterday I studied eating
maths and PE
Correct negative structures
Talk about other people, with
correct endings…
No must be at the start
No tengo = I don’t have
trabaj … (he…)
No estudio = I don’t study
busca… (she…)
No tenemos = we don’t have
tenemos… (we…)
No aprendo = I don’t learn
escriben … (They…)

a

Set phrases using the same verb
tener _ años: to be _ years old
tener calor: to be hot
tener frío: to be cold
tener exito: to be successful
tener sed: to be thirsty
tener sueño: to be sleepy
tener miedo: to be frightened
tener prisa: to be in a hurry
tener razón: to be right
tener suerte: to be lucky

Lots of connectives, time phrases &
quantifiers
por que - because
así que – so / therefore
aun (si) – even if
aunque - although
como- as since
cuando – when
incluso – even
o – or
por eso – for that reason
sin embargo – however
tal vez- perhaps
ya que – since
también - also
pero – but
entonces - therefore
a veces - sometimes
bastante - quite
demasiado -really

Use 3 tenses confidently
Present tense, 1st person: Find infinitive, take off AR/ER/IR and add “o”
e.g. como, bebo, desayuno, almuerzo, ceno, jeugo…

Key verbs
tiene – he / she / it has
tenía – used to have
es – he / she / it is
era – was
son – they are
eran – they were
hay – there is / are
había – there used to be
me gusta- I like
no me gusta – I don’t like
me gustaría – I would like
voy a – I’m going to
Se debe – you must
Tiene que – You have to
Hay que – you have to
“if” clauses
Si tuviera la oportunidad = If I had
the chance

Preterite tense (past), 1st person: Find infinitive, take off AR and add “é” or, take off
ER/IR and add “í”.
e.g. comí, bebí, desayuné, juegé

Si fuera tú= If I were you

Future tense, 1st person: Find infinitive and “é”
e.g. comeré, desayunaré, jugaré

Si fuera inteligente = If I was clever

Si pudiera = If I could

YOU MUST BOTH KNOW THE MEANINGS AND KNOW HOW TO SPELL THE FOLLOWING WORDS. THERE’S LOTS MORE VOCAB IN YOUR BOOKLET, BUT WITHOUT THIS YOU WILL REALLY STRUGGLE!!

Me llevo bien con

I get on well with

Echo de menos a

I miss

Es esencial

It is crucial

Durante el curso

During the lesson

Me peleo con

I often argue with

Me gustaria ser

I would like to be

Todos mis examenes

All my exams

En el fúturo

In the future

amigos

Friends

una experiencia

An experience

No soporto

I can’t stand

camarero

waiter

profesores

teachers

trabajar

To work

Muy importante

very important

Hombre de negocios

Business man

Buenas notas en

Good grades in

prefiero

I prefer

Las reglas

The rules

dinero

money

Y11 BTEC Sport

Y11 Art

Watch and learn.

Asking Artistic
question?
Practice the use of these words by asking
the following questions about your Art
work or the work of others?
Composition: How is the space used? Does
the image fill the canvas/paper?

https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/subjects/z6hs34j

Light: highlighted areas? Shadows? Time of
day? Natural light or artificial? Harsh or
soft? Reflected or direct? Abstract?
Line: are there any lines that are
prominent? Are they straight, curvy, thin or
thick? Do the lines create direction? Do they
outline? Do the lines show movement or
energy?

Pinterest is a great way to collect the work of
individual Artists, themes or cultures. These
images can motivate you and help formulate the
kinds of imagery & art that you enjoy and are
inspired by.

Repetition: are there any objects, shapes or
lines which repeat and create a pattern?

Task: Create your own Pinterest boards on your
own favourite artists, cultures and inspirations.

Shape: do you see geometric or organic
shapes? What are they?
Space: positive or negative? Is there a
depth to the work?
Texture: smooth or rough? Does the work
give the impression of texture?
Tone: is there a range of tones from dark to
light? Where is the darkest? Where is the
lightest?

Key Vocabulary.
Bleeding:-Describes the action of one colour running into another. Most
applicable to watercolour where a second or third colour can be dropped
onto an already applied wash while wet.
Brief:-A designer's brief, or creative brief, is what a client will give to a
designer to help them come up with a creative solution or set of concepts.
Brushwork:-Refers to the way paint is applied in a painting, describing
texture of the paint surface applied with a brush.
Collage:-Describes both the technique and the resulting work of art in
which pieces of paper, photographs, fabric and other materials are
arranged and stuck down onto a supporting surface.
Colour wash:-A term used to describe the transparent layers of colour in a
watercolour.
Complementary colours:-Red and green, yellow and purple, blue and
orange. These colours lie opposite each other on the colour wheel.
Composition:-The arrangement of elements within a work of art.
Contrast:-The difference in colour found between the light and dark parts of
an image.
Cross hatching:-Mark making technique using crisscrossed lines which are
used to build up shadow and tone. They can be created using crisscrossed
hand or machine stitches as well as 2D media.
Drawing:-A technique in which images are created on a surface using lines
and other marks. Drawings may also consist of areas of tone, washes and
other non-linear marks. Drawing activity should fulfil a purpose or a need,
rather than demonstrate technical mastery. Drawing might, therefore, take
many different forms as it features in the creative journey undertaken.
Form:-In relation to art the term form has two meanings: it can refer to the
overall form taken by the work – its physical nature; or within a work of
art it can refer to the element of shape among the various elements that
make up a work.
Exaggerated:-Enlarged or altered beyond normal proportions.
Exaggeration could be seen in overstating the features of a subject or in
overemphasising the colour or surface of an image or artefact.
Media (in art):-Refers to the materials you use to create your art. Mixed
media is artwork in the making of which more than one medium has been
employed.
Primary colours:-Any hue that, in theory, cannot be created by a mixture of
any other hues. Varying combinations of the primary hues can be used to
create all the other hues of the spectrum. In pigment the primaries are red,
yellow, and blue.
Secondary colours:-A hue created by combining two primary colours, as
yellow and blue mixed together yield green. In pigment the secondary
colours are orange, green, and violet.
Style:-Style may refer to the visual appearance of a work of art that relates
it to other works by artists from a particular genre, or "school", art
movement or culture (for example, an impressionist style). Style can also
mean the way you have made your work (for example, an expressive
style).
Tone:-The lightness or darkness of something – this could be a shade, or
how dark or light a colour appears.

Y11 Photography

Watch and learn.

Key Vocabulary.
Abstract: an image that emphasises the formal elements (line, shape, tone,
pattern, texture, colour) rather than specific, recognisable objects.
Content: the subject, topic or information captured in a photograph.
Direct approach: confronting a scene in a straight- forward manner,
without using unusual angles or distortion.
Expressive: concerned with communicating emotion.
Geometric shape: shapes found in geometry, such as circles, squares,
triangles, etc.
Intention: reason(s) why the photographer made a particular image.
Organic shape: shapes based on natural objects such as plants, pods,
leaves, etc.
Representational: an image which shows recognisable objects, not
abstract.
Subject: the main object or person(s) in a photograph.
Theme: dominant idea in a work of art or a collection of works.
Composition: the arrangement or structure of the elements that make up
an image.
Central focus: the objects(s) which appears most prominently and/or most
clearly focused in a photograph.
Vantage Point: the place from which a photographer takes a photograph.
Angle: the vantage point from which the photograph was taken; generally
used when discussing a photograph taken from an unusual or exaggerated
vantage point.
Background: the part of a scene or picture that is or seems to be toward
the back.
Balance: the distribution of visual elements in a photograph. Symmetrical
balance distributes visual elements evenly in an image.
Asymmetrical/balance is found when visual elements are not evenly
distributed in an image.
Contour: the outline of an object or shape.
Contrast: strong visual differences between light and dark, varying
textures, sizes, etc.
Framing: what the photographer has placed within the boundaries of the
photograph.
Setting: actual physical surrounding or scenery whether real or artificial.
Aperture: the opening through which light passes to reach the
photographic film in a camera.
Depth of field: the distance between the nearest and furthest parts of a
photograph that are in clear focus.
Emphasise: to give special attention to something or suggest that it has
extra importance.
Leading lines: lines within a composition which lead the viewer’s eye to the
focal point and creates distance.
Saturation: how strong or intense a hue or colour is.

Asking photographic
question?
Practice the use of these words by
asking the following questions about
your photography or the work of others?

https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/zgwpnbk/revision/
1

Focus: what areas appear clearest or
sharpest in the photograph? What do not?
Light: highlighted areas? Shadows? Time
of day? Natural light or artificial? Harsh or
soft? Reflected or direct? Abstract?

Pinterest is a great way to collect the work of
individual photographers, themes or cultures.
These images can motivate you and help
formulate the kinds of photography that you
enjoy and are inspired by.
Task: Create your own Pinterest boards on your
own favourite photographers, cultures and
inspirations.

Line: are there any lines that are
prominent? Are they straight, curvy, thin or
thick? Do the lines create direction in the
photograph? Do they outline? Do the lines
show movement or energy?
Repetition: are there any objects, shapes
or lines which repeat and create a
pattern?
Shape: do you see geometric or organic
shapes? What are they?
Space: positive or negative? Is there a
depth to the photograph?
Texture: smooth or rough? Does the
photograph give the impression of texture?
Tone: is there a range of tones from dark
to light? Where is the darkest? Where is
the lightest?

Y11 Design Technology

Energy Generation

Y11 IMedia

Y11 Hospitality and Catering
AC 1.1
The Structure of the hospitality and
catering industry

Understanding the environment in which the hospitality and catering providers operate.

AC 1.1
Styles of Service

AC 1.1
Suppliers to hospitality & catering

AC 1.1
Standards and ratings

AC 1.1
Styles of Service

